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Abstract 
Let S~(R d) be the dual of Schwartz space, S(R a), {M, } be a sequence of martingale measures 
and let F be some suitable function space such as Co(Rd), Lp(Rd), p>~2 or Co'~(Rd). We find 
conditions under which (Xn,M,) ~ (X,M) in the Skorohod topology in DFxS,(ad)[O, CO) implies 
fXo(x,s)M.(dx, ds) ~ fX(x,s) M(dx, ds) in the Skorohod topology in Ds,(aa)[0, c~ ). We use 
the idea of regularization to reduce S'(R d) to a metrizable subspace in order to apply the 
Skorohod representation theorem and then appropriate the randomized mapping constructed by 
Kurtz and Protter to get step functions approximating the integrands. 
Using this result, we prove weak convergence of certain double stochastic integrals studied 
by Walsh. Let q~ E S(R2d), {r/"} be a sequence of Brownian density processes and {W ~} and 
{Z"} be two sequences of martingale measures generated by particle systems. We consider the 
weak convergence of f q~(x, y)~l~(dx)W"(dx, dy) and f ?p(x, y)~l~(dx)Z"(dx, dy). 
Keywords: Stochastic integrals; Martingale measures; Weak convergence; Skorohod topology; 
Brownian density process 
O. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with the weak convergence of stochastic integrals with 
respect to martingale measures. The theory of  martingale measure was established in 
detail by Walsh (1986), with additional contribution by Adler (1993), Meleard and 
Roelly (1988), and others. 
In Section 1, we review some definitions of  martingale measures and construction 
of  a stochastic integral. We also recall some facts on the Schwartz space and its dual 
space as nuclear spaces. 
In Section 2, we generalize Theorem 2.2 in Kurtz and Protter (1992). Their theorem 
gives conditions underwhich the joint weak convergence of  (X,, Y,) implies the weak 
convergence of f X~ (s - )d  Yn (s), where the { Yn } are semimartingales. We shall consider 
the weak convergence of sequence of stochastic integrals with respect to martingale 
measures, M,, n ---- 1,2 .. . .  Let S'(• d) be the dual of  Schwartz space, S(~ d) and 
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F be some suitable function space such as Co(Re), Lp(Rd), p>>.2 or C~a(Rd). We 
shall find a condition under which (X~,M~) ~ (X,M) in the Skorohod topology on 
Dv×s,(Ra)[0, o¢) implies 
f X.(x,s)M.(dx, s) ~ f X(x,s)m(dx, s)
in the Skorohod topology on Ds,(Ra)[0, c~). 
In Section 3, we shall establish the weak convergence of double stochastic inte- 
grals due to Walsh. Let q~ E S(Ra), {~/n} be a sequence of Brownian density process, 
and {W n} and {Z n) be two sequence of martingale measures generated by parti- 
cle systems. We consider the weak convergence of f q~(x,y)~l~(dx)W"(dx, dy) and 
f ~b(X, y)rln(dx)Zn(dx, dy). 
1. Stochastic integral driven by martingale measure 
1.1. Martingale measures 
Let us define a martingale measure as Walsh (1986). 
Definition 1.1. Let (f2,.T',.~t,P) be a filtered space, and/3(R d) be the Borel a-field. 
Let M(.,.) be a random real-valued function on R d × R+. M is called an ( f r ,P ) -  
martingale measure if it satisfies the following properties. 
(1) For each A E I3(Rd), M(A,.) is a (ft,P)-square integrable martingale and 
M(A,O) = O. 
(2) For any A,B E 13(R a) such that A A B = 0, M(A U B, t) = M(A, t) + M(B, t), P 
a.s. for every t > 0. 
(3) For every t > 0, M(.,t) is a a-finite L2-valued measure in the following sense: 
There exists a non-decreasing sequence {En} of Borel subsets of R e with tAEn = R e 
such that 
for every t > 0, supAeE " E[M(A,t) 2] < c~, En = B(En), 
for every t > 0, E[M(Aj, 0 2] ~ 0 for all sequence Aj of Cn decreasing to 0. 
We shall require the following facts. 
For A,B E B(Rd), there exists a unique predictable process, (M(A),M(B))t such 
that M(A, t)M(B, t) - (M(A),M(B))t is a martingale. 
A martingale measure M is orthogonal if M(A, t)M(B, t) is a martingale for A,B C 
B(Rd),A n B = O. 
I f  M is an orthogonal martingale measure, one can prove the existence of a random 
positive a-finite measure n(dx, ds) on R a × R+, which is ~rt-predictable and such that 
for all A E 13(Ra),t E [0,oo),n(A x (0,t]) = (M(A,t),M(A,t)) a.s.. The measure n is 
called the covariance measure of M. More generally, 
(M(A),M(B))t = n(A OB x (0,t]). 
There is a more general martingale measure defined by Walsh, called a worthy 
martingale measure, which includes the orthogonal martingale one. 
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Let M be a martingale measure. 
Definition 1.2. Let the covariance functional of M be 
Covt(A,B) = (M(A) ,M(B)) t  
A set A × B x (s,t] C ~d × Rd × R+ will be called a rectangle. Define a set function 
U on rectangles by 
U(A x B x (s,t]) = Covt(A,B) - Covs(A,B) 
U is not necessarily a measure so we define the following. 
Definition 1.3. A martingale measure is worthy if there is a a-finite L2-valued measure 
K(F,  og),F C B(R d x Rd × R+),to E f2 such that 
(1) For fixed A,B {K(A x B x (0,t]),t~>0} is predictable. 
(2) For any rectangle F, Iu(r)l <~K(r). 
We call K the dominating measure of M. 
1.2. Construction o f  stochastic integral 
Now, we can construct a stochastic integral driven by martingale measures. Let us 
consider: 
= { X = x .  Ita,b] " IA; X is a bounded measurable random variable, 
A E 13(Rd), O<~a < b}. 
I f  X = x .  ha.bl" IA, we define a martingale measure X .M = f fX (y ,s )M(dy ,  ds) 
by 
X .M(B,(O,t]) = x' I (a,b](S) ' IA(y)M(dy, ds) 
= x .  (M(A f3 B,t/X b) - M(A NB, t/X a)) 
for all B E /3(Rd). Let S denote the space of simple functions which are finite linear 
combinations of elements of £. Then we can define the stochastic integral of X E S 
with respect o M and show the linearity. (For details, see Walsh, 1986.) 
We extend the definition to a wider class of random variables. 
Definition 1.4. The predictable a-f ie ld 7:' on f l x  R d x R+ is the a-f ie ld generated 
by S. 
A function is predictable if it is P-measurable. 
Let M be a worthy martingale measure. We define a norm H" HM on the predictable 
functions by 
IIXIIM = E IX(x ,s)X(y,s) lK(dx,  dy, ds) , 
axRd 
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where K is the dominating measure of M. In case M is an orthogonal martingale 
measure, we take 
[/0'/, IIXIIM = E X(x,s)2n(dx, ds) d 
Let PM be the class of all predictable X for which IIXIIM < ~.  
Then PM is a Banach space and S is dense in PM. Thus we can define a stochastic 
integral for X E 79M. I f  the worthy martingale measure is also orthogonal, we can state 
the following: let 
IC = {X = { X(x,t); t~>0};X is progressively measurable and 
[/0'/, ] E X2(x,t)rffdx, ds) < oc for all t~>O}. 
Then S C/C and the completion of S, S C ~.  Furthermore, we have S = K: in L2(p). 
Let X E/C, and choose a sequence {An } C S such that for all t/> 0, 
>] lim E (Xn(x,s) - X(x,s))21t(dx, ds = O. 
n ---'+ 00  d 
t 
Then {f0 fn~X.(x,s) M(dx,ds)} is a Cauchy sequence in L2(P) for each t. Thus we 
specify the limiting process, denoted Jo fR. X(x, s)M(dx, ds) for each t ~> 0 as an equiv- 
alence class in L2(P). 
1.3. The Schwartz space and its dual space as nuclear spaces 
It is very useful to study nuclear space for the theory of martingale measure. In this 
paper, we just concentrate on the Schwartz space, S(~ d) and its dual space, S'(~ d) 
as our nuclear spaces. First, let us recall the definition of s(~d). 
$(~a)={fEC~;  o<~Jl+...+Jk<.pmaX sup(l+lxlP)lDJ,J~f(x)lx < cc for all p} .  
(1.1) 
Let E be a vector space. I f  I[. [[1 and [[. 112 are Hilbertian norms, we define [1. [1) <HS 
[1" [[2 if 
sup {~ Ile, ll~; {e,} is 11-112-orthonormal} < c¢.  (1.2) 
(HS stands for Hilbert-Schmidt, for (1.2) is equivalent to the inJection map of (E, ][. [[2) 
(E, [[-Ill ) being Hilbert-Schmidt.) 
Let (., ")2 be the canonical product of elements in L2(Ra). Let 
k x 2 dk -x 2 1 ,2 Ok(X) = (--1) e ~-~e , hk(X)- ~X/-~.Ok(x)e-7, (1.3) 
ej (21j[ =e = +d) 2 hj. 
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Then 0o,01 . . . .  are the Hermite polynomials, and h0,hl .. . .  are the Hermite functions. 
Let j -= (jl,j2 ..... ja), ji be non-negative integers, and for x = (xl,x2 ..... xa) E R a, 
set hi(x) = hj,(xl)...hja(xa). Then h i E S(R a) and they form a CONS in L2(Rd). I f  
r# E s(Rd), write tk = Y~j((a, hj)2hj. Define 
114~11% = ~(2 l j l  4- d)P(~,hi) 2, where IJl : j l  4 - ' "  4-jd. (1.4) 
J 
The Hilbert-Schmidt ordering is easily verified in this example, since the functions e i
are CONS under I1" lip and if m < p 
Ilejll 2 = ~(21ql 4-a)m(ej, hq) 2 = (2ljl 4- d)m(21Jl 4- d)-P(hy, hi)~, 
q 
1 
Elleill 2 = E i (2IjI 4- d) p-m" 
Hence, if p -  m > a/2, I1 lira <HS I1" lie, 
The topology of S(R a) is determined by a sequence of Hilbertian seminorms defined 
above, which satisfy 
I1" II0~11" II, ~11" II=~ "'" 
Let Sq(R d) denote the completion of S(R d) w.r.t. II" IIq and Sq(R d) denote the dual 
of Sq(R d) with the dual norm designated II • [I-q,q = 0,1 ....  Then 
S(R d) = A Sq(R a) = {(p E L2(Ra);  ~(~,hj)~(d + 2l j l )  q < cx) for every q} 
q=l j 
and S'(~ d) oo , d = L.Jq=oSq(~ ). 
The topology on S(R a) is also given by seminorms 
11~117~ ~ max sup(l 4- IxlP)lOJ'J~(x)t, p = 0, 1 . . . .  (1 .5)  
O<. j l+'"+jk <~ p xERk 
Moreover, from the known relation between the norms on S(~ d) (see Kallianpur and 
Perez-Abreu, 1988), we have that for all p~> 1 there exist constants Cp and dp such 
that for every ~b E S'(R d) 
cpll~bllp-i ~ II~bllp ~dpll~ll?+l. (1.6) 
Remark. We also have the following facts. 
(1) Finite linear combinations of {hi} are dense in S(R d) and in every Sq(Rd). 
(2) So(R a) = L~(R~). 
(3) The topology of S(R a) is compatible with the metric 
flY - xllp 
d(x,y) = ~ 2p(1 4- IlY -xl lp) 'S(•a) 
is a nuclear separable Frechet space. 
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(4) 
s (Rd)aSq(Rd)QSp(~d)QSo(~d)c  t d t d ,.qp(R )CS~(R )CS ' (R  d) (1.7) 
i f0 < p < q ; the injection of Sq(R g) into Sp(R u) is Hilbert-Schmidt if q>>. p+d/2. 
We next consider when a martingale measure can be viewed as a distribution-valued 
process. Ito (1983) gives an example of martingale measures and a regularization idea 
why we can regard a martingale measure as a distribution-valued process. 
Let {Mt,.T't, >~O} be an orthogonal martingale measure on R d with covariance 
measure n(dx, ds) = (M(dx, ds)). For every ~b E S(Ra), define 
Mt(¢)=- fot fRa¢(x)M(dx, ds). 
Then Mt is clearly additive, however, we have not shown that Mt is a distribution. 
Let #(dx, ds) = E[Tt(dx, ds)]. Assume that for some p~>0 and all T > 0 
fR 1 #(dx, ds) < oo. 
~×[0,r] 1 + [xlP 
Then 
E[Mt(¢~)2] = E[fndx[o,r] gb2(x)(l + [xlP) l +~ ~(dx'ds)] 
rl 1 n(dx, ds)] ~< H ~bZ(x)(1 + [xiP)il~ELa,a×[o,r] l + Ixl p 
for every ~b E S(R a) 
Hence, if 
~b(x) ---+ 0 in S(R a) then E[Mt(~) 2] --+ 0, 
and ~b --* Mt(~b) is continuous in probability on S(Ru). By Corollary 4.2 (Walsh, using 
a regularization theorem by Ito), Mt has a version with values in S'(~a). 
2. Weak convergence of stochastic integrals 
2.1. Stochastic integrals with respect to orthogonal martingale measures 
We shall consider the weak convergence of sequences of stochastic integrals with 
respect o martingale measures, M~, n = 1,2... As in Kurtz and Protter, we are going 
to find conditions under which (X~,M~) ~ (X,M) implies 
/X~(x,s-)M~(dx, ds) ~/X(x,s-)M(dx, ds), where X,,n = 1,2 
belong to a suitable function space. 
Walsh considers this kind of problem; however he assumes that the integrand con- 
verges in probability rather than weakly and other conditions that are not easy to verify. 
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Let {Mn} be a sequence of orthogonal martingale measures, and S'(R d) be the 
dual of Schwartz space presented in the introduction. Since S'(R d) is not a metrizable 
space, we want to find a condition that for any T > 0, there exists Sq(Rd)(see (1.7)) 
such that for O<<.t<<.T, Mtn has a regular version in Sq(R d) for all n. 
We consider the following condition. 
Condition 2.1. Let nn(t,A) = (M~(t,A)). For each T > 0, there exists a p0~>0 such 
that 
supE [f0rfaal+l lx lP0nn(dx'ds) ] < oo. 
The following definition and lemma are extensions of regularization results of Ito 
(1983). 
Definition 2.1. Let {Mn} be a sequence of martingale measures defined on [0, T] x R a 
and let {A~t~} be a sequence of Ds~(a,)[0, T]-valued random variables. If Mn(., (p) -- 
ACn(', q~) a.s. for every q~ E Sq(Rd), then {At~} is called a Ds~(Ra)[0, T]-regularization 
of {M~}. 
We write Mtn(¢) for Mn(t, dp) = fo fRa ~)(x)Mn(dx'ds)" 
Lenuna 2.1. Let {Mn} be a sequence of ortho#onal martingale measures atisfying 
Condition 2.1. Then for all sufficiently large q, {M~} has a Ds~(a~)[0, T]-regular- 
ization, {AJ~}. 
l f  po does not depend on T, then there is a Ds,(a~)[O, oo)-regularization. 
Proof. For every q~ E S(Rd), Mn(q~) is 
E[ sup Mt(~b) 2] ~<4. elM;.(4,) 2] 
O<~t<~ T 
= 4. E c#2(x)Ttn(ds, dx 
d 
~<4. sup ¢2(x)(1 + IxlP°)E 
x d 
C, * 2 ~<4. o(11¢11,0) <cI1¢11~ 
a square integrable martingale. Hence, 
1 + Ixlp0 ~n(ds, dx) 
for some p (P>>-Po + 1),C0,C > 0, since II" lip0 and II" I[p0+l are equivalent semi- 
norms(see (1.6)). Choose q > p+d/2( by Hilbert-Schmidt ordering) and let {ek} be 
the O.N.B. in Sq(• a) and {ek} be its dual in Sq(Ra). Recall that ek = (21kl +d)~hk. 
Denoting M.~(ek) by X. n'k, we obtain by the above estimate 
E[  sup ~-'](X.~) 2] ~<C" ~ Ilekll~ = C. ~ 1 
LO<~t<~T k I k k (2lkl-+-d) q-p  < oo. 
This implies that 
P(o~) = l, a~ = {~o ~ a;  sup ~x, "* (o~)  2 < ~}. 
O<~t<~T k
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Define 
-~ X."'k(~)ek on f21, 
)Q.~(~o) = O elsewhere. 
Then AlT(co) E Sq(R a) for every t ,~ and is measurable in ~o, and 
E sup IlMt(~o)ll_ q =E sup ~lx,"'~l 2 <oo,  
LO~t~T J LO~t~T 
since q -  p > d/2. 
Since em(e,) = 6m~ and P(f21) ----- 1, M"(q6) = ~l,t.~(q~) a.s. for ~b -- e,, n -- 1,2 .. . .  
and so for every finite linear combination of en. For a general ~b E Sq(~a), we have 
[[(b - -  ~)nHq ----+ 0 as n --~ oo, q~n :- ~nk=o(g~,ek)qek. Since ~Vl. n E Sq 
IM"(~) - M"(~)I ~< II~¢"ll-q- lib - 4~ Ilq ---' 0 
as k ~ oo for every 09. Also we have 
E[SUPLo~t~<r(Mt(qS)- Mt(~k))e] ~Cll(9--~gkllq'---~O 
as k --~ cx~. Thus for every O~t~T,  /Q~(q~) = Mt"(~b ) a.s. for every q5 ESq. ~1 n. is a 
cadlag process in the topology of Sq(Rd), by definition. [] 
We are going to show that if M~ ~ M in Ds,(Ra)[0, T ] under Condition 2.1, then 
A~¢~ =~ At in Ds~(Ra)[O,T]. Mitoma(1983, Theorem 4.1) shows that if for each g~ E 
$(~d) {M.~(~b)} is tight in DR[O,T], then {M."} is tight in Ds,(Ra)[O,T ]. In addition, 
if we add Condition Rl(Mitoma, p.997) which is stated below and implied by our 
Condition 2.1, we have the same result as Theorem 4.1 in Ds~(Ra)[0, T]. 
Condition R1. For any e > 0 and N > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that for all n 
P I.O<~t<~T ~ sup IMT(~)I > N} ~<e if II~llq < 6. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose M, ~ M in Ds,(Ra)[0, T] and {M"} satisfies Condition 2.1. 
Then Mn,M 9iven by Lemma 2.1 satisfy AT[ n ~ ffI in Ds~(Ra)[0, T]. 
Proof. First, we show that our Condition 2.1 implies R1. For any e > 0 and N > 0, 
sup F su. tO<<.t<<.r N kO~<t~<r J ~ • C.  []~bllq 
by Condition 2.1. Hence, we choose 6 - e .N2/C.  Then P{suPo<~t<.s r [AlT(~b)[ > 
N} ~<e, i.e. Condition R1 is satisfied. Since M n ~ M in Ds,(Ra)[0, T], Mn(q~) =~ M(q~) 
in DR[0, T] for every ~b E s(~d).  Hence {M"(q~)} is tight and so is {~r"(~b)}, for all 
qb E Sq(Ra). Under Condition R1, Mitoma's theorem also holds with Sr(R a) replaced 
by Sq(•d), which says then {,Q"} itself is tight in Ds~(~a)[0, T]. 
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Also since for any ~bl . . . .  ,q~k E Sq(Ra) ,k  > O, 
" M" )kI n JO" (M;,(~bl) . . . . .  t , (q~k))=( t,(¢1) . . . . .  t,(¢k)) a.s., 
(M~(~bl) . . . . .  Mtn(¢k)) => (Mr, (~b,) . . . . .  Mt,(C~k)), 
we can see that there exists a unique limit, M of {~Q"} such that ~Q~' ~ ~Q. in 
Ds~(a,)[O, T]. [] 
Now we are ready to generalize Theorem 2.2 in Kurtz and Protter. The following 
lemma is an adaptation of Lemma 6.1 in Kurtz and Protter. 
Lemma 2.3. Let E be a metric space with metric r. Fix e > O. For z E DE[0,e~z) 
we can define stopping times Zk(Z),Zk(Z)<<.Zk+I(Z), k =- 0, 1,2 .. . .  and a randomized 
mapping It(z) : D~[0,e~) ---+ DE[0,e~) such that 
(1) I t ( z ) ( t )= z(zk(z)) for  zk(z)<<.t < Zk+l(Z), i.e. It(z) is piecewise constant, and 
r(z(t),It(z)(t))<<.e for  all t > O. 
(2) Zn ~ z implies zk(zn) ~ zk(z) and zn(Tk(Zn)) --+ Z(Zk(Z)) a.s. for  all k. 
(3) I f  zn ~ z in the Skorohod topology on De[0 ,~) ,  then (zn,It(zn)) ~ (z, It(z)) 
a.s. in the Skorohod topology on De×e[0, cx~). 
Lemma 2.4. For each ~ > O, there exists a map Ft : Co(~ a) ~ S(R  a) such that 
(1) / f  fn  ~ f in Co(~a), then Ft ( fn )  ~ F t ( f )  as n ~ <x~ in the topology of  
S(Ra) .  
(2) Def in ing w(f,~) = l iFe(f)-  f[ l~, fo r  each compact K E Co(~ a) 
lim sup w(f  , ~) = O. 
t--+O f c K 
Proof .  Choose a test function ¢, 0 E Cc~(R d) such that f ~b(x)dx = 1, q~, 0/> 0 and let 
c~(x) = e-ac~(x), O~(y) = O(ey), II011~ ----- 1, O(y) = 1, for 0 ~< lYt ~< 1 
Define Ft ( f )  -= Ot. (¢bt * f )  for f E Co(~a). 
lEt(f) - f (Y ) l  = I(Ot • ~t * f ) (y )  - f (Y) l  
~< IOt(~, * f - f ) l  + lot. f - f l ,  
sup lOt-f(y) - f(y)] ~ sup f (y ) (O(ey)  - 1) + sup f (y ) (O(ey)  - 1) 
Y ItYl < I ]eyl >~ 1 
= sup f (y ) (O(ey)  - 1) --= w~(e) ~ O, 
I~yl~>l 
as e -~ O. 
[4)~ * f (Y )  - f(Y)[  = f dA(x) ( f (y  - x) - f (y ) )dx  
~< sup I f (y -  ez ) -  f(y)[llq~nl, 
zEsupp q~ 
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where supp q~ means the support of  ~ and II~bll~ = f ~(x)dx = 1. 
sup IO~(~b~ • f - f ) (Y) [  ~< sup IIf(" - ez) -  f ( ' ) [ Ioo"  114~lll • [10~ll~ 
y zEsupp q~ 
- (2.1) 
where w}(e) = sup{ i f (x ) - f (y ) l ;  I x -y ]  <~e .K} ,K  = max{izl ;z E supp 4~} and wlf(e) 
is a modulus of  continuity which is bounded and tends to 0 as e ~ 0. 
Hence, to prove (1) 
w(f  ,e) =_ ][F~(f) - f l[oo = sup [0~. (~b~ • f ) (y )  - f (y ) [  <. w°f(e) + wlf(e) -+ O, 
Y 
as e --~ O. For any N > O, 
[[(1 + [y[N)(O,(~b * f , )  - O~(~b~ • f ) ) [ [~  ~< [1(1 + [y[N)O~[[ool[~b~ * ( fn - f)l[oo 
~< II(1 + lylU)O~ll~[14~ll, Ilf. - f i lm ~ 0. 
as IIf. - f l l oo  ~ 0. For the norms involving derivatives, we observe that for any 
0 t>O,  
II(1 + [yIN)0~(0,(~b, * fn )  -- 0~(~ * f)) l loo 
~< ~ fil l(1 + lYIN)Y-% • (~4~ * ( fn - f ) ) l l~ .  
i 
To prove (2), for any f= such that f "  ~ f in Co(Na), 
supsup [05" f " (y )  - f " (Y)[  ~< sup sup IF (y ) [  ~ 0 
n y n 
as e ~ O, and similarly to (2.1) 
sup 10~. (~b~ • fn ) (y )  _ f~(y) [  ~< 
Y 
And 
I~yl/> 1
sup I l f% - ~z) -  f " ( . ) l l~ l l~b l l l l l 0 [ l~  
zEsupp ~b 
sup I l f " ( "  - ~z)  - f " ( ' ) l l oo .  
z E supp ~b 
sup I I f% - ez )  - f " ( ' ) l l oo  
zEsupp q~ 
~< sup {llfn( • - ez) - f ( .  - ez)lloo + Ilf(- - ez) - f ( . )[ I  
zEsupp 
+ll f ( - )  - f=(.)lloo} 
~<211f n - f i lm + sup Ilf(" - ~) -  f ( ' ) l l~  
zEsupp 4~ 
~<2[lf ~ - f i lm + w}(e), 
where w}(e) is the modulus o f  continuity defined in (2.1). Thus, we have 
lim lim~ w(fn,  e) = lim l im. l l&( f  ~) - f " l l~  
e---*O g--*O 
= lim lim, sup ]0~(~b~ • p) (y )  - f ' (Y ) l  = O. [] 
e---*O y 
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Theorem 2.1. For each n, let Mn be ortho#onal martingale measures with rcn(dx, ds) = 
(M,(dx, ds)). Suppose {M,} satisfies Condition 2.1. Let (Xn,M n) be {JFT}-adapted 
processes with sample paths in DCo(Rd)×S,(R~)[O, O0) such that 
(X.,Mn) ~ (X,M) in the Skorohod topology on Dco(na)×s,(n~)[O, oo) 
and for a Borel set B C R a, let 
Zn(t,B) -- f X.(x,s-)M.(dx, ds), (2.2) 
Je x [0,t] 
Z(t,B) - f X(x,s-)M(dx, ds). 
JB ×[0,/]  
Then Z" ~ Z on Ds,(Ra)[0, oo). In fact, 
(X.,M.,Zn) ~ (X,M,Z) 
in the Skorohod topology on Dco(na)xs,(n~)×s,(n~)[O,c~ ). 
I f  (X.,M.) --* (X,M) in probability, then the triple converges in probability. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, for any T > 0, there exist Ds~(n~)[0, T]-regularizations, .Q",&I 
of Mn,M respectively such that for t ~< T, 
~'It(~b) = Mtn(¢) and ~lt(~) ~- Mt(dp) a.s. 
for n = 1,2 ..... any ~b E Sq(~d), and (X.,ffl n) ~ (X,~I) in Dco(Rd)xs;(R~)[O, T]. Since 
both Co(R a) and Sq(R a) are metric and separable spaces, applying the Skorohod 
representation theorem we can find a probability space f2 on which X.,X,~Q., and ~Q 
are defined with the same distribution as Xn,X,M. and M respectively and )?. ~ 
and ~Q. ~ JQ a.s. Hence, it is enough to prove 
/ )?. (x, s -  )~r(dx, ds) ~ f ~(x, s-)M(dx, ds) in probability. 
According to Lemma 2.3, for each e there exists a randomized mapping, 
I ~ : Dco(R,)[O, T] , Dco(n~)[O, T]
such that for x E Dc0(R~)[0, T], HU(x)(t) -x(t)H~ < s, for all t > 0, and U(x) is 
piecewise constant. We can let, 
oo oo 
I~0(.) = E f~(',~)X[~7,~+,), I~0 ~) = Y']fi(',~i)X[~,,~,+,), 
i=0  i=0 
where fn(. ,t) , f i ( . ,t  ) C Co(R d) for n = 1,2 ..... i = 1,2 ..... Then f~(.,z~) ~ fi(.,zi) 
in Co(Rd), and ~' ~ zi a.s. by the continuity properties of U. By Lemma 2.4, we can 
approximate f~, fi with nice test functions ~bi, ~bi respectively and define X, and 
such that 
X~n = F~ o I~()(n), )(~ = F~ o I,(X). 
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Identifying q~ = F~ o f~,  we can let 
)(] = ~ ~bn(',zn)I[~7,~7+,), a ~ = (ai(',ri)I[~,,r,+,), (2.3) 
i=0  i=0  
where ~b~,~bi E S(Rd).  Define w(fi,~), i = 1,2 .. . .  as in Lemma 2.4. For every t > 0, 
111~(2 . ) ( . ,  t )  - -  X~(., t)II ~ = w(f'(2.)(t), ~), 
IlXn(-,t) - 2~(.,t)ll~ 
~< 112.(.,t) - I~(2,)(.,t)[l~ + llI~(2,)(.,t) - 2](.,t)ll~ 
<~  + w(I~(2,)(t) ,  ~). (2.4) 
We need to show 
l imsupP~'~+ sup w(l"(X,)(s),~)> 6} =0.  
~---*0 n l O<~s<~t 
Since fn(. ,v~) ~ fi(.,.ci ) in Co(~ a) and r~ ~ ~i a.s., by Lemma 2.4 for each i, 
lim sup w(fT, ~) = 0 a.s. 
t; ---*0 n 
and for almost all ~o C (2, there exists an N(co) > 0 such that [0, t] ,_c- U Ni=0trr~i , T~i+l )
Define for any 6 > 0, 
~'~ inf{t : e + w(l~(Xn)(t),e) > 3}. (2.5) 
Then 
supP{zn ~'~'~<'} = supP(e /+ sup w(i~(Xn)(S),e) > 6~) 
n O<~s<~t 
~< supP{e+ I<~i<~NSUp w(l*(fT),e) > 6} 
~<P{e+ I<~i<~NSUp supw(I*(fT),e)>n 6}
--* 0, (2.6) 
as ~ --+ O. 
By Mitoma's theorem, to prove this theorem it is enough to show Z,(q~) ==* Z(qg) 
for every test function ~b E 8 (~d)  on DR[O, T], where 
z.(4~)(t) =fo' L X.(x,s)4~(x)Mo(a~,ds), 
Z((a)(t)=fotLdx(x,s)(a(x)M(dx, s), 
~Otf  Z~(49)(t) = X,~(x,s)dp(x)Mn(dx, ds). (2.7) 
d~a 
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First, we want to show that for any r/ > 0 
lim~-,o sup P{  sup [Z~(~b)(s)- z~K~)(s)l ~> ~} =0.  
sup . { sup.. . 
s~<tAt'~,  n 
~< r/~1 supE[. Lo~<,~<t^ d ~sup IZ:(~b)(s) - Z.(q~)(s)[ 2] + sup P{t:'~ ~< t} 
; r 1 ~< supE (X~(x,u) - X~(x,u))2q~Z(x)Ttn(dx, du) + supP{t~ " ~<t} n L 0 dR d n 
E/o'  1 tl 2 supE~ ~ ~b2(x)rcn(dx'du) + supP{t~'~<t}'n (2.8) 
Since sup~P{t~'~<t} ~ 0 as e ~ 0(by (2.6)) and 6 is arbitrary, we can get (2.8) 
by Condition 2.1. Hence, Z~(~b) ~ Z,(q~) in probability as e --~ 0 uniformly in n and 
similarly, W'(q~) --* Z(4~) in probability as e ~ 0. 
Next, we want to show 
fo fo X,(x,s)dp(x)Mn(dx, ds) --'+ X (x,s)#p(x)M(dx, ds). 
Since our integrands are step functions in time, let 
L.H.S. = ~ ~ 
R.H.S. = ~ fRa 
~bn(x, tn)~b(x)(~tn(dx, t A z~+ 1) -- Mn(dx, t A tn)), 
(ai(x, ti)~b(x)(ffl(dx, t A ti+l ) -- 34t(dx, t A "['i)), 
this convergence can be shown by the following lemma generalizing (1.13) in Kurtz 
and Protter. 
Let (., .) be the canonical bilinear form on S(R d) x S' (R d) 
Lemma 2.5. Let (X,,Mn) E Ds(r~)xG(n~)[O, T]. Assume that Xn is piecewise constant 
and the number of discontinuities of Xn in a bounded time interval is uniformly 
bounded in n. I f  (Xn,M,) ~ (X,M) in the Skorohod topology on Ds(n~)xs~(R~)[0, T] 
and Mn satisfies Condition 2.1, then 
"X(x, s -  )M(dx, ds) Z.(.) ---- X.(x,s-)M.(dx,  ds) ~ Z(.) =- 
on Ds,(Rq[O,T]. In faet, (Xn,M.,Z.) - -~ (X,M,Z) in the Skorohod topology on 
Ds(re)xS,(Ra)xS,(R~). 
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Proof. As before, we can find a probability space [2 on which are defined -~n,A~,Xn 
and X with the same distribution as Mn,M, Xn and X respectively, and (Xn,A~t~) --~ 
(X ,M)  a.s. in DS(R~)xS~(R~)[O, T]. Let 
[20 = {o~ E O;(Mn(co),)(n(¢o)) ---* (.~¢(¢o),)((oJ)}, P([2O) = 1. 
For each oJ E [2o there exist 2n, n = l, 2 . . . .  which are strictly increasing mappings 
from [0, T] onto [0, T] and An(t) ~ t uniformly on [0, T] such that 
X ,  o 2. ~ )? uniformly on [0, T] 
in the topology of  Sq(Ra), and 
A~ n At uniformly on [0, T] 
in the topology of  Sq(ff~a). Let the number of  discontinuities of X~ be uniformly 
bounded by N. It is easily seen that )? must be piecewise constant with number of 
discontinuities bounded by N. Let {ti} be the discontinuities of  )? and t~' be the dis- 
continuities of .g~ and s~ = 2~-l(t~'). For convenient notation, for each o~ write 
2"(ozx ,~. (sT) )¢ (x )  - C(x) ,  2(co, x, sD¢(x)  - C i (x ) ,  
)~TIn (og, 2n( t A sn+l )) - .~TIn (¢o, 2n( t A sT) ) = u 7, 
~r(co, t A sn+l) -- A~r(w,t A sT) = v• (E S'(l~a)) 
11 "?/  ?1 ¢i (x) (M (dx, 2n(t A Si+ 1 ) )  - -  l~TIn(dx, t A sT) ) 
n ~n n 
= (¢ i ,M (2,(t A Si+ 1 )) 
--)lTIn(t A sn)) 
Then as n ~ c~, ¢7_~k/~ ~ 0 and u~-v  n ~ 0 in S(R  a) and Sq(R a) as n ~ co 
respectively, and 
{¢7, u n) - {q':, vT) = (¢7,  u7 - vT) + {¢7 - 07, vT) 
~< 11¢711qllu7 - vTll-q + 11¢7 - O:llqllvTll-q 
<~Ci.e 
for some constant C~, i = 1,2 . . . . .  N, therefore 
N N 
E(¢7 ,  uT) = E(~b n, v n) + O(Ne). 
i=1  i= l  
Hence for each ~o E [20, 
2,(~o,2,(t) ,¢) 
N f  ~ n ~n = y~ Xn(x, An(Si-))¢(x)(M (2n(tAST+l),dx)-)lTln()~n(tAsn),dx)) 
i= l  JR  a 
N 
n ~n n _ 
i=1 
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N 
. n 
= 
,=1 
N 
= E(~hn,~) + O(Ne) 
i=l 
N 
= y] (X(., s 7 - )¢ ,  ()Q(t A s~+ 1) - 2Q(t A s 7))) + O(Ne) 
i=l  
= fX(~o,x ,  ti-)dp(x)U(og, dx, (Is) + O(Ne), 
where the ti are discontinuities of-~ on [0, T]. To explain the last equality, it is enough 
to show {ti} C{~} for n sufficiently large, i.e. ti is a discontinuity point of -~n o 2,. 
Suppose not. Then there exist an i and a subsequence {nk} C{n}, such that ti ~ {sT k } 
for any k. Replacing the {n} with {nk} and repeat he selection procedure, we get a 
fitrther subsequence of nk (for notational convenience, still writing it as {n,}) such 
that ti ~ {$7' } for all k, and 
s~' --* tj, (2.9) 
_= g. , ( t ] ' )  aj (2.10) 
for all j .  
If sT* < ti infinitely often, by (2.9) and (2.10) 
x. ,  o .As ? )  " "* (2.11) = Xn, ( t  i ) = a nl ---* ai • a i - I  
(2.9) implies that 
)((sT* ) = ~i- 1 (2.12) 
infinitely many times. (2.11) and (2.12) form a contradiction to 
lim sup I)(, o ) . , ( t ) -P ( ( t ) l  = 0. (2.13) 
n O~ttT  
Similarly, if ti < s7 k infinitely often, by (2.10)-(2.12) 
)(,k o )%(ti) "* (2.14) ~i--1 ~ ~i-- I  
infinitely often; however, 
)((ti) - cti. (2.15) 
(2.14) and (2.15) form a contradiction to (2.13). 
Therefore, t,- = s7 k for all but finitely many k. But this contradicts with ti q~ {s~ k} 
for any k, thus we verify that {ti} C{sT/}. 
Thus, for every 4) E S(R d) 
Z"(-, q~) ---~ Z,(., ~b) in DR[0, T]. 
Hence by Mitoma's theorem, Z" ,.~. 2 in Ds;(ao[O, T]. 
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In fact, we have shown that (X,,M,,Z,) ~ (X,M,Z) in the Skorohod topology on 
DS(R~)xS,(Rd)xS,(~)[O, T]. [] 
Hence, we have completed the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Corollary. I f  Condition 2.1 is satisfied with po = 0 and (Xn,Mn) ~ (X,M) & the 
Skorohod topology on Dc0(Ra)×s,(Rd)[0, oo), then (X,,M~,Z~(., ~d) ) ~ (X,M,Z(., ~d) ) 
in the Skorohod topology on Dco(aa)×s,(aa)×n[O,c~). 
Proof. In the estimate (2.8), we can replace with 
sup P { Sup 'Z~(s' ~d) - Zn(s' Rd)[ >~rl 
462 supE rc,(dx, du) + supP{t~'" ~<t} 
r] -~-  n LJO JR a n 
0 as ~0 for any 6 > 0. 
The other parts of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 2.1. [] 
Remark. Let ~br(x)= (1 +x2)  r/2 and 
Co'~(R d) : { f  E cm(~d) ;~, f  (k) C C0(~d), k : 1 . . . . .  m}. 
Then the theorem still holds if Co(• d) is replaced by C~'e(~d), since we can get the 
same result as Lemma 2.4. 
2.2. More general cases 
It is natural to consider what happens if our integrands X,(.,s) E Lp(~ d) instead 
of Co(~d). We consider the following condition which is similar to Condition 2.1. In 
order to be able to apply H61der's inequality, we need to restrict p>~2. 
Let m(dx) be Lebesgue measure and let {M,} be a sequence of orthogonal martingale 
measures. Let p ~> 2. 
Condition 2.3. There exist predictable processes h,(x, s), n = 1,2 ....  
(M,(A, t)) ~< ~× [0,t] h,(x, s)m(dx)ds 
for every A E 13(~a), and for q' = p/(p - 2) (allowin9 q' = c~),for a po>~O, 
where I1" [Iq' is the usual Lq,-norm. 
Remark. (1) Condition 2.3 includes the case in which M~(A, t)-fAx[o,t]hn(x,s)m(dx ) s
is a martingale. I f M,(A, t) is continuous in t and h,(x, s) = 1, the associated martingale 
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measure is a white noise based on Lebesgue measure. If hn(x,s) = h(x) is non-random, 
the associated martingale measure having continuous ample paths is Brownian motion 
with variance fA h(x)m(dx). 
(2) Let {Am} be a sequence of stationary Poisson random measures on R+ × R a 
with characteristic measures #~. Then for each A E B(Ra), 
1V~(t,A) = N~(t,A) - #~(A)t for every A E B(R a) 
is a martingale. If there exist hn E Lq, such that/~n(dx) = hn(x)m(dx) and sup, I lh.l lq' 
< oo, then 
= fA hn(x)m(dx) ds, (lq,(t,A)) #,(h)t = __x[O,  tl 
T 1 
h. , ds] oo 
I 
Let X~ E DLARe)[0,cx~), and let Z,(t,B) and Z(t,B) be as (2.2) in Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that p>>.2 and {M,} satisfies Condition 2.3. 
If (X,,Mn) ~ (X,M) in the Skorohod topolooy on DLARa)xS,(R~)[0, OC), then 
Z ~ ==~ Z on Ds,(R~)[0, oc ). 
In fact, 
(Xn,Mn, Zn) ~ (X,M,Z) on DLARa)xS,(na)xS,(R~)[O, oo ). 
Proof. The only differences from the proof of Theorem 2.1 are how to show that 
Ds(R~)[0,oo) is dense in DLp(~a)[0,c~) and for any t/ > 0, 
sup P{sup IZ~(~b)(s) - Z.(~b)(s) I ~> t/} ~ 0 
n s<~t 
as e , 0. Define F~ :Lp(N a) , S(• a) as before and w(f,e) = I I F~( f )  - flip. If 
f ,  ~ f in Lp(Ra), then 
(1) F~(F ) ~ F~(f) in SOU) as n ---+ (x3. 
(2) lim~__+0 sup. w(f  . ,e )  = O. 
Note that 
( f ( (o~(4~,, f ) - f ) (y))Pdy) ~/p 
= ( f ( f (O~(Y)f(Y-x)- f(Y))C~,(x)dx) PdY) '/p 
<<- f ( f (O~(y)f(Y-x)- f(Y))PdY) '/P " ck,(x)dx 
by Minkovski's inequality 
= [ IlO~,(.)f(. -- ez) -- f ( ) l lp  • 4~(z) dz, 
Jx 
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where K ~ supp ~b. Now we can take lim,--.0 inside of the integral. Let f~: = f ( . -gz ) .  
Note that 
]10~. f~:  - f l ip  <-II0:" f~:  - 0~. f l ip  + II0:" f - flip 
= (,)  + (**) 
*<,.[[O[[oo[[f~z-f[[p~O as e~0,  
since translation is continuous in the Lp norm, and in (**), 
[ f (y)]P.  [0(ey)-  lips< [f(y)[p(I]Ot]oo + 1) p E L I. 
Hence, 
f [ f(y)(O(~y) - 1)[ p dy = f lim [f(y)[P[O(ey - 1) p dy = lim 0. 
~o  d j ~u 
So, 
f 
I[&(f) - flip<... J [lO~(y)f(y - az) - f (y ) l lp  ¢(z)dz --~ O, 
as ~-~0.  
(1) Since ] l¢~*( f . - f ) l l~<~l l¢~l lq l l f , - f l ip  where 1/p+ 1/q = 1, we can get the 
desired result as before. 
(2) Since I I f " - f t lp  ~ o and translation is invariant in the Lp norm, for any ~ > 0 
supw(fn,  g) = II&(ff) - f ' l lp  
n 
<~ / I lO~(y) f f (y  - ez) - f f (y) l lpck(z)dx 
f [l lO,(y)f~(y - ez) - O, (y) f ( t  - ez)llp <~ 
+[lO,(y) f (y - ez) - f (y ) l lp  
+l l f (y)  - ff(y)l lp]ck(z) dz ~ O, 
as g ~ 0. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have for each t > 0, 
sup IlX.(t) - X~(t)H p ~< e + sup w(I~(X.)(t) ,  5) ~ 0 
n n 
as e ---* 0. Let 
6.~ inf{t;e + w(I~(Xn)(t),e) > 6} "I~ n -~_  
and X~ = F~ o I~(X,), X ~ = F~ o I~(X), then as in the estimate (2.8) in Theorem 2.1 
~< r/-'~1 sup ~Efk LO<~s<<.tAr 6.'sup[g:(~p)(s)-Zn(~))(s)12]q-P{T~'~<~t}} 
( [- f tAr"6'~ 1 / 
C sup/E  [}~ ' (X:(x,u)_X.(x,u))2c~2<x)rr~(dx, du)j + p<%a,~ <,} ~.(2.16) 
~<?~2 n 
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(1) If p > 2, the first expectation is
~< sup E (X2(x, u) - X,(x, u ) )2 ~b2(x )hn(x, u )m( dx )du 
" JR  d Jo  
2 
~< supE[ / t^¢; ' (L f l (X  2 - X.,(x.u),Pm(dx)) ~ 
for some constant M1 > 0 by Condition 2.3. 
(2) If p = 2, the first expectation is
<~ supE[ fa~ fo~;~(X:(x,u)-X.(x,u))2dp2(x)hn(x,u)m(dx)du] 
<~ sup E a (Xne(X, u) -- X . (x ,  U))2m(dx)) SUPx [r~2(x)hn(x' u)ldu 
[/0 t ] ~<~. supe 11~2(x)h.(x,s)ll~ds <<.~.M2 
n 
for some constant M2 > 0 by Condition 2.3. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, since 
SUPn P{z~'" ~< t} ~ 0 as e ~ 0 and ~ is arbitrary, we conclude that Z~(4~) , Z,(4~) 
in probability as ~ ~ 0 uniformly in n and similarly Z"(~) ~ Z(40 in probability as 
e ~ 0. The next part of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 2.1. [] 
Remark. As a next step, we tried to define semimartingale measure and stochastic 
integrals driven by it. However, it is not finished yet. We leave it as our future project 
to get results on weak convergence. 
2.3. Stochastic inte#ral with respect o worthy martingale measure 
We have considered orthogonal martingale measures and now we want to drop the 
orthogonality. Recall the definition of worthy martingale measure defined in the intro- 
duction. 
Example. Let ~l, 42 .... be i.i.d, random variables with distribution v. Define 
1 [nt] 
Mn([0, t] x B] -- ~ i=lE(lB(~i) -- ~(B)). 
Then M, is a worthy martingale measure. Since for any A,B E B(• d) 
Un(A x B × [0,t]) = (Mn(t,A),Mn(t,B)) = [n-~t] (v(A f3 B) - v(A)v(B)), 
n 
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we can define a dominating measure K, of M~, by extending 
Kn(A x B x [0, t]) = [nt](v(A NB) + v(A)v(B)). 
n 
Then IU,(A x B x [0,t])l <~Kn(.4 × B × [0, t]) and for fixed A,B, 
predictable. [] 
K,(A x B x [0,t]) is 
We are ready to generalize Theorem 2.1 for the worthy martingale measure sequence 
{M,} with corresponding dominating measure {K~}. 
Condition (2.1'). There exists a P0 ~>0 such that 
. ~xR~×to, tj (1 + Ixlpo)(1 + lyl po) Kn(dx, dy, ds) < c~. 
Theorem 2.1'. For each n, let (Xn, Mn) be an { Y~7 )-adapted process with sample paths 
in Dc0(R~)xs,(w)[0,cx~ ). Suppose M, satisfies Condition (2.1'). I f  (Xn,Mn) ~ (X,M) 
in the Skorohod topology on Dco(R~)xS,(R~)[0, cx~), then 
/o /o Zn(') = Xn(x,s-)Mn(dx, ds) =~ Z(cdot) =- X(x,s-)M(dx, ds) 
on Ds,(~)[0, ~) .  
Proof. The proof is almost he same as that of Theorem 2.1. In estimate (2.8) 
1 supE[ sup  ,Z~(c~)(s)- Zn(q~)(s). 2]
?] n ko~<s~<tAr ~. 
- ~. ) - z.(4~)(t A ~. 
n 
6~ 
4 
supE] '^~'  - -  I (X ,~-X . ) (x ,s ) (X ,~-X . ) (y ,s )14~(x)4~(y) lK . (dxdy~)]  
<~rl --i . ao ..z~ 
<4.6  2 
,2 supE[fotfR~qb(x)qb(Y)'Kn(dxdyds)] ' 
the second inequality follows from Theorem 2.5 (Walsh). The other parts of the proof 
are the same as Theorem 2.1. [] 
Next, we consider that X, ~ DL,[0, c~). For the same technical reason as in Theorem 
2.2, we restrict p~>2. 
Condition (2.Y). There exist predictable processes h~(x,s),h~(x,s), and h~(x,s) such 
that K,(dx, dy, ds) = h~(x,s)h~(y,s)dxdy + h~(x,s)6(x - y)dxdy and for 
qP= p /p -  2(allowing q'= c~), and po~>0 such that 
suo Ilo i = 1,2,3. 
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Theorem 2.2'. Suppose {M,} satisfies Condition 2.3' for some p>~2. 
If (Xn,Mn) ~ (X,M) on DLp(rd)xS,(RO[0, C~), then 
(Xn,Mn, Z,) ~ (X,M,Z) on DLAra)xs,(n~)×s,(R~)[O,c~ . 
Proof. As the estimate (2.16) in Theorem 2.2 
E[ { fot^~"'~ fn (X~(x,s) - X~(x,s)) . c~(x)M,(dx, ds) } 2 ]
( = E [ fotAt~"'~ fR~x~d(X~ - X~)(x,s)c4p(x)(X~n - X~)(y,s))qb(y)Un(dx, dy, ds)] ) 
<~EI fotA~": fn~x, [(X~ - X~)(x,s)~p(x)ll(X~ - X~)(y,s)~p(y)lK,(dx, dy, ds)] 
= E[ fotAt~'~ ( fRd ,(X~-X~)(d~'h~)dx fR (X~-X~)(c]~'h~)dy ] 
+ ~dxO~d(X~ -- Xe)2qb2h~t~(x- y)dx dy)  ds 
I/? 1 ~<E II(x, ~ - x~)(.,s)llp[14~ . hTl[q, ll(X~, - X~)(.,s)llpll4~ . h~llq, ds k 0 
by Condition (2.31). The other parts of the proof are the same as Theorem as 6 ---~ 0 
2.1. 
3. The Brownian density process and weak convergence of double stochastic 
integrals 
We consider a branching Brownian motion with parameter/~ which can be defined 
as follows. A particle performs Brownian motion in some region of R d. If it does 
branch, it either splits into two identical particles, or it dies out, with probability 1/2 
each. If it splits, the two daughters begin their life at the branching point. Each particle 
life distribution is exponential with parameter p. 
Dawson and Ivanoff (1978) define the above process as the simple branching dif- 
fusion process and a branching random field with an initial Poisson point process of 
particles in R d. The initial Poisson point process is assumed to have intensity 2. m 
where m is a Lebesque measure, i.e. the number of particles in a set B is a Poisson 
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random variable with parameter Am(B) and the numbers in disjoint sets are indepen- 
dent. The following construction of branching Brownian motion was given by Walsh 
(1986). 
Definition 3.0. Let A be the set of multi-indices, A = {~;~ = nln2. . .nk,nj  E Z+} 
and let I~1 be the length of ~. We provide A with the arborial ordering; m~.. .m e -< 
nl . . .nq,  iff p<<.q and ml = nl . . . . .  mp = np. Let /-pZ be a Poisson point process 
on ~d of parameter 2. The initial values can be denoted by 
{xa(0),~ A,I~I = 1}. 
Define three families, {B~', t~>0, a E A}, {Sa,~ E A} and {N ~, • E A} where the By 
are independent s andard Brownian motions in R a with B~ = 0, all c~; the S ~ are i.i.d. 
exponential random variables with parameter #, and the N a are i.i.d, random variables 
with P{N ~ = 0} = P{N ~ = 2} = ½. The families (B:) , (Sa) , (N ~) and (Xa(0)) are 
independent. The birth time fl(a) of X a is 
{ I~l-I 
S a-j i fN  a-j = 2, j = 1,.. . , lal - 1, B(~) = j=~ 
c~ otherwise. 
The death time ~(~) o fX  a is i f (a)= fl(~)+ S ~. Define 
ha(t) = I{[3(u)<t < ~(a)}, 
which is the indicator function of the life span of X ~. Now let oo be a point disjoint 
from R a and put 
/ ~,  t < #(~)  or t~>((~),  ~0 tX~(t)  = X~(fl(a)) + ha(s)dB] otherwise 
Note that X ~ is a Brownian motion on the interval [fl(a),((a)). Finally, define 
r/t(~b) = ~ ~b(X:) for any ~b, q~(cx~) = 0 
aEA 
for which the sum makes sense. From the above construction of branching Brownian 
motion, we define two martingale measures. For a Borel set B E 13(•d), 
1 ~Af0 tW(B,(O,t]) = -~ ha(s)I{X~ E B}dB~. (3.1) 
1 
Z(B,(O,t]) = ~ ~(N ~-  1)l{~(~)<~t, Xa(~(~) - )  E B}. 
V' zlz ~A 
If/~ = 0, Z = 0. It is shown that (see, for example Walsh, p. 390) 
) (w(a)) ,  = (z(a)),I = .~ ,~(a)ds I, 
where I is d × d identity matrix. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let dp E S([~d). Then 
if, r/t(~b ) = r/o(~b ) + ~ r/s(A~b) ds 
:/0£ I'/. + 4,(x)Z(dx, ds) + v~ V4,(x) • W(dx, ds). d d 
Define 
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(3.2) 
Gt(x, y) = (2rot)- ~ e -1~7xl2, 
1 ~ -ly-*l 2 
Gt(r~,y) - (2~t)~ ae 2, ~(x)dx=Gt( . ,y)*dp.  
Then by Theorem 5.1 (Walsh, 1986), the solution of (3.2) is 
"t((~) : ~dGt(4),y)II~(dy)~- v /~ fot ~dGt-s(~),y)Z(dy, s)
/otZ +v'2 VGt_s(d~,y)W(dy, ds). (3.3) 
d 
It is known (see Walsh) that if 4) E LI(Na), then 
2 f 4~(x) dx, and Var//(4)) ~ 0(2) (3.4) E[t/t(t~)] 
Now, let (1in, 2n) be the sequences of parameter values and we consider corresponding 
processes. 
Let Vn(dx)= (1/v~)(/ /a"  (dx) -  2n dx) be the normalized initial measure. 
Theorem 8.9. (Walsh, 1986). I f  2n -+ oo and #n ~ 0, then (t/7(~) - E(t/ta"(4~)))/x/~ 
converges in Ds,(aa)[0, 1] to a solution of  the S.P.D.E., 
atl _ 1 
~t 2 Aq + V . W, ~1o = Vo. 
Theorem 8.10. (Walsh, 1986). Suppose An --~ oo and #n/An --~ C > O. Then (l/2n)r/~' 
converges weakly on Ds,(Ra)[0, 1] to a process {th, t E [0, 1]} which is continuous 
and is measure-valued 
Lemma 3.2. I f  2n --~ oo and #n/2n --+ C > 0 then alonff the appropriate subsequence 
( ~nqn,Z n) ~ (q,Z) in Ds,(na)xS,(~)[O, T], 
where Z is any limit point of Zn and t 1 is the measure-valued process given in Theorem 
(8.10). 
Proof. (V n, W n, Z n, R n, U n, (1/2n)) is tight by Thorem 8.6 and Proposition 7.8 (Walsh, 
1986). As 2n --o o~, #n/)-n --o C, if Zn ~ Z then 
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(1/v/--~,)V",Zn,(1/An)R n, Un,(1/2,)r/") =~ (0,Z, 0, U, r/). From (3.3) 
/. J0'J. ?lt(~9) = 4(x)dx -~- C" Gt-s(~), y)Z(dy, ds). [] d d 
Proposition 3.1. If 2~ ~ c~ and 1~/2~  C > 0 then for each qb(x,y) E S(R2d), 
alon9 the appropriate subsequence 
12n f ~b(x'y)qn(dx)Zn(ds'dy) ~ / ~p(x,y)qs(dx)Z(ds, dy),
where Z is any limit point of Z,. 
Proof. In order to see whether {Z,} satisfies Condition 2.1, note that from (3.1) 
and (3.4) 
(ZT(A)) = ~ qns(A)ds' E(Zt(A)) = 2n E[rln(A)slds =t" m(A). 
Hence, denoting ZT(cp) = f c~(y)Z,(ds, dy), for all n 
E[( fot ~ (a(x)Zn(ds, dy)) 2] = E(zT(4 )) = t. / 4 2(x)dx < 
for ~b(x) E L2(~d). For each y, let q~y(.) = ~b(.,y) E S(R d) and 
Gy : Ds,(Ra)[0, ~)  ~ DCo(Rd)[O, ~)  by 
Gy(O.) ~ (~by(X), 0.) =~ f (gy(x)O.(dx) 
for 0. E Ds,(R~)[0, ~) .  Then Gy(O. ) belongs to Dco(Ra)[0, c~) since as Yn ~ Y, tn I t, 
(C~y., Ot,) ~ (49y, Or) by the following lemmas. To apply Lemma 2.1(Kurtz and Protter, 
1991 ), note that 
Gy(Oo•) = f = Gy(O.)o2 for all 0 E Ds,(na)[0,~). 
Also, if 0 r ~ Ot uniformly in t on bounded intervals, obviously f c~y(x)On.(dx) 
f f~y(x)O.(dx) uniformly on bounded intervals. So, by Lemma 2.1 
(Kurtz and Protter, 1991 ) 0. n ~ 0 in the Skorohod topology implies that (0 ~, Gy(O ~ )) 
(0, Gy(O)) in the Skorohod topology on Ds,(n~)×Co(R~)[0, T]. Now, {Z~} satisfies Con- 
dition 2.1 and 
~,( f 4~y(X)q".(dx),Zn(',dY)) ~ ( f c~y(x)rt.(x),Z(',dY)) 
on Dco(R~)×s,(~d)[O, T]. If we apply Theorem 2.1, we get the result. [] 
A well-known theorem (see Hrrmander,1963, Theorem 2.18) says that if uj ~ u 
in distribution space (the dual space of Cc~(Ra)), then (uj, 49y) ---+ (u,c~) for every 
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~bj,~b E C~(Rd) ,  as ~bj --* q~. But we can also get the same result for our Schwartz 
space, S(Rd). 
Lemma 3.3. I f  uj is a sequence in S'(R d) and 
u(q~) = lim uj(~p) exists for every #p E S(~ d) 
j--~ oo 
then u E $' (R d) and (uj,#pj) ~ (u,c#) as c#j ~ dp in s(~d). 
(3.7) 
Proof. If uj E S'(~ d) then there are C,N, and ct such that 
sup( l+ lx lk )10~(x) l  (3.8) 
k~<N, It~l ~<~ x 
for every ~b E S'(R d) (see Conway, 1985, Theorem 4.3). For fixed ~b E $(Rd), if 
follows from (3.7) that the sequence (uj, dp) is bounded. Hence the principle of uniform 
boundedness hows that (3.8) is valid for all uj with constants C, ~, and N independent 
of j. When j ~ oo, we obtain (3.8) for the limit u. Hence, we get the proof. 
Remark. Let {~} denote a sequence of independent Radmacher andom variables 
(P (~ = 1) = P (~ = -1 )  = ½) and define 0n(0) = ~-~ ~4~(X~), ff"n = (1 /2n)~ ~ ~ 
Jo I.(X~)dX~. Then we can also get a similar result of the weak convergence of 
l / --n ~ n c#(x,y)qs(dx)W (ds, dy). 
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